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Figure 1: Given video-text pairs (respectively denoted by circles and stars) from the source (blue), and a video-only
target set (purple), we propose an alignment method to reduce the domain gap between the source videos and the target
videos using pseudo-labels (Section C) and cross-domain ranking (Section 3.2). The learnt and aligned space can then
be used for retrieving a ranked list of target videos using previously unseen text queries.

ABSTRACT

Given a gallery of uncaptioned video sequences, this paper considers the task of retrieving videos
based on their relevance to an unseen text query. To compensate for the lack of annotations, we
rely instead on a related video gallery composed of video-caption pairs, termed the source gallery,
albeit with a domain gap between its videos and those in the target gallery. We thus introduce
the problem of Unsupervised Domain Adaptation for Cross-modal Video Retrieval, along with a
new benchmark on fine-grained actions. We propose a novel iterative domain alignment method by
means of pseudo-labelling target videos and cross-domain (i.e. source-target) ranking. Our approach
adapts the embedding space to the target gallery, consistently outperforming source-only as well as
marginal and conditional alignment methods.
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Domain Adaptation in Multi-View Embedding for Cross-Modal Video Retrieval

1 Introduction

Using natural language queries to search for video sequences is the most intuitive interface for video search engines.
Example applications include finding short and precise action sequences in long instructional videos, e.g. for edu-
cational purposes. Cross-modal retrieval is typically approached by training a joint video-text embedding following
a learning-to-rank objective. Thanks to this, retrieval comprises of computing distances between representations of
textual queries and representations of videos in a gallery. Building a reliable joint embedding space requires large
amounts of accurately annotated video-caption pairs [9, 21, 26, 32, 37, 39, 41, 57], where captions come from manual
annotations, query logs or transcribed audio. These works assume the training set allows for learning a robust repre-
sentation that generalises to the test/target videos. However, the appearance of certain actions can change due to new
environments or recording equipment. This introduces a visual domain gap between the captioned video sequences
and the gallery of videos we wish to retrieve from, rendering the trained joint embedding space sub-optimal.

In this paper we address the challenge of a visual domain gap in the context of cross-modal action retrieval, assuming
that no captions are available for the target gallery. For this, we choose the EPIC-KITCHENS-100 dataset [13] which
is composed of two distinct sets of videos featuring fine-grained actions. It has been shown to exhibit a significant
domain shift which alters performance when tested for action recognition [42,45,49]. Instead, we offer the first attempt
to use this dataset for domain alignment in action retrieval.

We first show that the marginal alignment of the distribution over videos [34,50], independent of the text, is insufficient
to fix the domain gap. Instead, we propose to leverage pseudo-labels for the target videos in a unified learning-to-rank
approach which effectively combines captioned source video sequences and uncaptioned target videos (see illustration
in Figure 1). Given the domain gap, pseudo-labelling is noisy. Therefore, we propose a robust confidence measure
to determine the reliability of pseudo-labels, combined with a sampling strategy that ensures all actions are aligned,
rather than only the most confident or common actions. For better adaptation, we align multi-view embeddings, where
each embedding specialises in one part-of-speech (i.e. verbs and nouns) within the caption.

To summarise, our contribution is threefold. First, we introduce the problem of Unsupervised Domain Adaptation
(UDA) for text-to-video retrieval. In this setup, training only has access to i) a source domain composed of video-
caption pairs and to ii) videos (without captions) from the target gallery set. Second, we propose a cross-domain
learning-to-rank strategy which mixes samples from the source and the target domains thanks to iterative pseudo-
labelling and robust sampling strategy. Third, we conduct extensive experiments on the EPIC-KITCHENS-100 dataset
which validate our approach. Our method outperforms state-of-the-art UDA approaches [29,43,59] which we adapted
for action retrieval.

2 Related Work

Supervised Cross-modal Video Retrieval. Learning a joint embedding space is a common approach to perform
text-to-video retrieval [9, 18, 21, 26, 31, 32, 37, 38, 41, 55, 57, 63]. Features from pre-trained models have been used as
a mixture of experts [21, 32, 38, 55]. Other methods have instead focused on decomposing text captions into events,
actions and entities [9], creating a concept space [18], or disentangling captions into their constituent parts of speech
(PoS) [57]. Additional gains can be achieved by distilling knowledge from vision-text transformers as in [36]. In all
these works, no domain gap is expected between the training and test sets.

Unsupervised Domain Adaptation. Domain adaptation between pairs of domains (one source and one target), or
multiple domains (multi-source), has been proposed for various problems. Earlier works acted in the pre-extracted
feature space and considered data re-weighting, metric learning, subspace representations or distribution matching.
Recent methods instead rely on deep architectures, trained end-to-end, where the domain discrepancy is minimised
jointly with the task error to learn domain invariance [14, 34, 51]. Alternatives to discrepancy minimisation include
domain discriminative models with adversarial losses [53] or gradient reversal layers [22].

Aligning the marginal statistics fails to consider the multi-modal structure of input data, ignoring the boundaries be-
tween classes and the class imbalance across domains. Therefore, methods consider the conditional or joint distribu-
tions [35,62]. To approximate target label information, soft predictions or pseudo-labels are inferred by a transductive
learning paradigm. Relying on pseudo-labels, [47] designs an asymmetric strategy to learn discriminative represen-
tations for the target domain, [5] minimises the difference between the class centroids of each domain, while [15]
enforces a similarity-preserving constraint to maintain class-level relations among the source and target. To minimise
the impact of noisy pseudo-labels during alignment, curriculum learning has been explored [5, 12, 44, 52], where ap-
proaches first consider the most confident target samples for alignment, then include the less confident ones at a later
stage of the training. Confidence scores are determined from classifiers [44,60], similarity to neighbours [48,52] or to
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Figure 2: Proposed alignment strategy for the multi-view embedding of verbs. (a) Domain gap between target videos
(grey) and video-caption source pairs (coloured according to their verb—wash/green, cut/orange, peel/purple) (b)
Target videos inherit pseudo-labels from their nearest source video, with a confidence defined by the verb prototypes.
Over epochs, pseudo-labelling is updated. We show one video pseudo-labelled as cut in epoch n, and wash in n + 1
with increased confidence. (c) Cross-modal losses (Ls) are jointly trained with cross-domain losses L×s→t, L

×
t→s.

Relevant (green arrow) and irrelevant (red arrow) relations are used to train the embedding space with only the most
confidently pseudo-labelled target videos.

class prototypes [5,12]. To improve the confidence estimation of pseudo-labels, [46] relies on the consensus of image
transformations, whereas [47] considers the agreement between multiple classifiers.

Domain Adaptation for Videos. Prior works for video domain adaptation (DA) have focused on classification [6,11,
28, 42], segmentation [7, 8] and localisation [2]. They use adversarial training to align the marginal distributions [28],
an auxiliary self-supervised task [8, 11, 42], or attending to relevant frames alignment [6–8].

Domain Adaptation for Retrieval. Most DA works for retrieval were proposed for person re-identification where, to
overcome the domain shift, generative models with similarity preserving constraints learn to transfer the style between
domains [4,10,16,24]. Some methods exploit pseudo-labels obtained by joint source and target clustering [19,20,23],
while others use curriculum learning to progressively adapt the retrieval space [58, 61].

In contrast to the above literature, where the retrieval task is performed within a single modality (namely images),
only few DA works have considered cross-modal retrieval [33, 44]. Initial work [44] learns correlations between
captions and images using a scene graph and Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) for domain alignment. Concurrent
work [33] also attempts DA for text-to-video retrieval. They train two prototypical classifiers in the cross-modal
embedding space, one for the source and one for the target, where labels are found by respectively clustering the
source text and target video representations. To align domains, they maximise the mutual information between the
prototype assignments of both modalities. Departing from this approach which uses prototypes for the alignment
itself, ours builds on source prototypes to sample a reliable subset of pseudo-labelled target videos for cross-domain
learning to rank. We additionally show the benefit of performing alignment in multiple embedding spaces.

3 Method

In this work, we tackle text-to-video retrieval, where the goal is to retrieve relevant videos from a target gallery of
videos V t, given any text query wt. To achieve this, we leverage a source gallery of paired videos V s with their
captions W s. We consider the case where a domain shift is known to exist between V s and V t. Our aim is thus to
leverage the paired source set, and the single-modality target set (i.e. videos only), for training a text-to-video retrieval
model which will be applied to the target set.

An overview of our approach is presented in Fig. 2. In this section, we first describe a multi-view text-to-video
retrieval approach which performs well when aligned video-caption pairs are available for training, e.g. as in our
source domain (Sec. 3.1). Second, we build on this baseline, and present our domain alignment approach (Sec. 3.2)
which learns a cross-domain cross-modal embedding, and uses unsupervised conditional alignment of the source and
target videos along with a robust pseudo-labelling strategy applied to the target gallery, which relies on prototype-based
confidence estimation (Sec. C).

3.1 Training for text-to-video retrieval with captioned videos

Given a set of videos V s and their corresponding captions W s, one can learn a joint video-text embedding space,
following a learning-to-rank approach with the hinge-based triplet ranking loss. Two embedding functions f : V s → Ω
and g : W s → Ω which respectively produce representations for videos and text in the embedding space Ω are learned.
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The triplet ranking loss is defined as: H(a, b+, b−) = max(γ + d
(
h(a), h(b+)

)
− d
(
h(a), h(b−)

)
, 0) where a is the

anchor, b+ and b− are relevant and irrelevant samples for that anchor, γ is a constant margin, d(·, ·) is the distance
function and h ∈ {f, g} is the appropriate embedding function, f or g, depending on the modality.

Classical text-to-video retrieval approaches [9, 21, 32, 37] sample triplets within video-caption pairs from (V s,W s)
and optimize L(θ) =

∑
H(vi, wi, wj) +

∑
H(wi, vi, vk), where vi, vk ∈ V S and wi, wj ,∈ WS and θ represents

the parameters of the embedding functions h. While these approaches typically already perform well, videos/captions
of similar actions are not explicitly encouraged to be close in the embedding space. Inspired by [54, 57], we use
both cross-modal and within-modal losses between sets of relevant items. When the anchor is a video, combining the
cross-modal and within-modal losses produces:

Lv→ws (θ) =
∑

H(vi, wj , wk) +
∑

H(vi, vl, vm)

with wj ∈W s
i+, wk ∈W s

i−, vl ∈ V si+, vm ∈ V si−
(1)

where V si+ are all videos relevant to the query video vi and V si− are irrelevant ones. Similarly, W s
i+/W s

i− is the set of
all captions relevant/irrelevant1 to the query video vi.

Analogous to Eq. 1, text-to-video cross-modal and within-modal losses are defined, where the anchor is a caption, as
Lw→vs . The training is then defined as Ls = Lv→ws + Lw→vs .

Multi-view Embeddings. Recent works in text-to-video retrieval have shown that learning multiple embedding
spaces (or multi-view embeddings) could be beneficial [21, 32, 38, 57]. This can be achieved by disentangling the
visual input into multiple modalities [32, 38] or the caption into individual parts of speech [57]. Due to our focus on
fine-grained actions, we follow the JPoSE architecture [57]: We parse captions into parts of speech (PoS) and we train
a separate embedding for each. The embedding vectors in the various views are then concatenated, and considered
as input to a final action embedding, where text-to-video retrieval can be performed. Each embedding is trained
using its own set of triplets involving embedding-specific relevance relations. In the ‘verb’ embedding, all captions
involving the verb (e.g. ‘cut’) are considered relevant to one another, regardless of the object. Conversely, in the ‘noun’
embedding, all captions involving the same noun are considered relevant.

In the following, we show how a joint multi-view embedding space trained on the source domain S = (V s,W s) can
be adapted for the target video gallery V t. The proposed adaptation method is applied to each of the multi-view
embeddings, trained jointly.

3.2 Cross-domain Cross-modal Embedding

Reducing the domain shift by aligning marginal distributions of the source and the target video sequences often leads
to sub-optimal solutions as it does not consider the alignment of local distributions between the two galleries. We
propose a cross-domain cross-modal approach instead. To overcome the lack of captions in the target gallery V t we
instead propose using pseudo-labels to model cross-modal relevance.

For simplicity, we refer to source video vsi ∈ V s as si, and to target video vti ∈ V t as ti. We define the source-to-target
and target-to-source cross-domain ranking objectives as:

L×s→t(θ) =
∑

H(si, tj , tk)| tj ∈ V tsi+, tk ∈ V
t
si−

L×t→s(θ) =
∑

H(ti, sj , sk)| sj ∈ V sti+, sk ∈ V
s
ti−

(2)

where V tsi+/V
t
si− are relevant/irrelevant sets of target videos for the source video si and V sti+/V

s
ti− are the rele-

vant/irrelevant sets of source videos for the target video ti. These relevant sets are defined by the pseudo-labelling
strategy described in Sec C.

We then train the source embedding objectives (see Section 3.1) along with the cross-domain ranking objectives, i.e.
L = Ls + λ1L

×
s→t + λ2L

×
t→s where λ1 and λ2 are weights to balance the corresponding cross-domain losses.

Importantly, note that this is an iterative process during training. As the joint embedding space is trained, target
videos are pseudo-labelled, and are used to generate triplets for cross-domain ranking. Target videos can potentially
be assigned to different pseudo-labels at each iteration. For robust learning, we adjust the assignments to the relevance
sets at the end of each training epoch.

1We generalise from the case where only a single caption is considered relevant, to a set of relevant captions, in line with recent
works [25, 56, 64]. Finding these sets of relevant videos/captions requires additional knowledge, such as visual clustering [20],
attributes [3], or semantic similarity between captions [25, 56, 64].
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As mentioned in the previous section, we learn a separate embedding space for each part of speech together with a
final action embedding. We apply Eq. (2) to each PoS embedding (i.e. view embedding) as well as to the overall action
embedding.

3.3 Pseudo-labelling and Prototype-based Sampling

In order to sample triplets for the cross-domain losses in Eq. (2), we need pairs of relevant videos between the source
and the target sets. Therefore, we propose: i) a pseudo-labelling strategy to determine relevant video pairs across
domains, and ii) an associated prototype-based confidence measure to select which target videos to use for training.

In standard DA, which often assumes a single modality and a classification task, typical approaches use the softmax
scores of the source classifier to produce pseudo-labels [17, 47], or label propagation on the nearest neighbour graph
built with the joint source and target sets [27, 48]. Taking inspiration from these strategies, and replacing pseudo-
labelling with the process of assigning to each target video a relevant set of source videos, we proceed as follows.
As in classical label propagation, the target video inherits the relevance property of the closest source video, i.e. a
relevant/irrelevant query to the nearest source video is considered relevant/irrelevant to the target video. Formally, if
sn̂ is the nearest source video to the target video, ti, i.e. n̂ = arg minn d(f(ti), f(sn)), we assign V sti+ = {V ssn̂+ ∪
{sn̂}};V sti− = V ssn̂−

. Similarly, the target video is considered relevant to each source video in its relevant set. However,
this process which associates videos across the source and the target domains might be error prone, and relying on too
many erroneous relevance pairs would degrade the model. On the other hand, trusting too few would not be sufficient
to align the domains. Consequently, to handle such a trade-off, we propose to robustly measure the confidence of the
labelling process and to use these confidence scores to select target videos.

Prototype Confidence (PC). We propose to calculate confidence scores based on the distance between the target
videos and the source prototypes of their closest source video sn̂ in the embedding space. A source prototype is defined
as the barycentre of the sets of relevant videos as described in Sec. 3.2. All videos within one set V ssi+ are relevant to
each other and share the same relevance properties, e.g. they show the same action/PoS. We calculate the prototype
for this set V sp by µp =

∑
si∈V s

p
f(si).

Let µp̂ be the prototype corresponding to the source video sn̂, i.e. sn̂ ∈ V sp̂ , and therefore V ssn̂+ = V sp̂ . Then, the
confidence measure for pseudo-labelling the target video, ti, is calculated as a function of the distance to the prototype
µp̂, more precisely αti = e−d(f(ti),µp̂).

Note that we propose to calculate the distance between the target video and the closest prototype µp̂, rather than the
closest source video sn̂, so we increase robustness by avoiding outliers and considering the distance of the target video
to all relevant source videos.

Importantly, the embeddings f(ti), f(sn̂) and prototypes µp̂ depend on the learnt embedding function f , and hence
they continuously change over training iterations. Subsequently, the pseudo-labelling and the confidence scores are
also continuously changing, but it would be extremely costly to update them for all target videos after every model
update. Fortunately, this change is progressive and updating them at the end of every epoch is sufficient.

Prototype Based Sampling (PBS). Using the proposed prototype confidence scores, we can sample the most reli-
able target videos, and use them for training our cross-domain losses (Eq. 2). However, selected target videos do not
only need to be reliable, they also need to widely cover the different actions. Without sufficient coverage, some actions
can be poorly aligned. As training progresses, the variety of selected actions may decrease as the labelling gets biased
towards actions that are already aligned.

To avoid only aligning a few confident actions, and ignoring the others during domain alignment, we leverage the
source prototypes. Let us consider the set of all target videos that are pseudo-labelled using the source prototype p,
i.e. their relevant source videos are V sp . We would like to select the most confident of these, per prototype, to maintain
coverage. We thus propose to sample the top x% most confident target videos assigned to each prototype, i.e. we rank
the videos assigned to V tp based on the confidence scores αti and take the top x% of the list, for each prototype. Our
proposal thus can deal with imbalanced sets, maintaining the distribution of pseudo-labels, when sampling the most
confident ones.

To summarise, we align each multi-view embedding (Sec 3.1) by pseudo-labelling, sampling the most confident target
videos per prototype, and iterating. Importantly, the multi-view embeddings are trained jointly, with one loss L per
embedding.
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Split Domain Participants Video Gallery Text Queries

TRAIN Source / Target 12 / 12 16115 / 26115 4756 / [5907†]

VAL Source / Target 4 / 4 5002 /7906 1805 / [2822∗]

Table 1: Proposed EPIC-KITCHENS benchmark. Note that target text queries are never used for training. †: only
used for evaluation *: only used for optimising hyper-parameters.

4 Experimental Evaluation

Dataset. We evaluate our approach on EPIC-KITCHENS-100 [13], which provides videos associated with free-
form narrated captions of egocentric actions. The Source/Target split has only been evaluated in the context of action
recognition [42], using class labels but not the captions.

We observe a similar visual domain gap to that in action recognition (see test performances in Fig. 1). We consider
all videos from the TRAIN/VAL UDA action recognition challenge, as these contain released captions2. They are
collected from 16 participants, with videos recorded with a two-year gap [13], totalling 55K action videos (21K
Source and 34K Target). The domain gap in this dataset results from recording footage in different environments and
recording periods.

Proposed Benchmark. We propose the first benchmark for domain alignment in fine-grained text-to-video retrieval
(see Table 1). We use the VAL split of the UDA challenge [13] only to select the hyperparameters. Once hyper-
parameters are decided, we train the model on the TRAIN split. The model is trained with Source videos and their
captions but only Target videos are used (with no captions). At test time, the model is evaluated by ranking the Target
videos for each Target text query. For evaluation, we report mAP and nDCG, both of which measure ranking quality,
as proposed in the supervised retrieval challenge [13]. We follow the same approach to define ground-truth retrieval
results, considering retrieved videos depicting the same actions as described by the textual query as relevant.

Model and Pretraining. For our experiments we use the public implementation of JPoSE [57] as our base network
and modify it for domain adaptation as described in Sec. 3.2 and C. To train the model, we first pre-train our network
only on Source and use it to initialise the proposed domain alignment network. See supplementary for further details.

Alignment Baselines. As a lower bound, we include the non adapted Source-Only results. Additionally, we im-
plement per-domain standardisation PDS which is a simple alignment technique where the input distribution of each
domain is standardised separately. PDS decreases the domain shift. All methods—including ours—are trained with
these standardised features. We compare our method to classification-based (i.e. typical) domain alignment methods,
that we modified for the task of cross-modal video retrieval. All methods were hence trained and tested with the exact
same protocol. We list them below.

From shallow models we test CORAL [50], which aligns second order statistics, and from deep models we consider
MMD [34], which minimises the discrepancy between source and target embeddings, and GRL [22], which opti-
mizes a domain discrimination loss in an adversarial manner. We also compare to more recent conditional alignment
approaches, adapting these by replacing the notion of classes with groups of relevant videos that share the same pro-
totype. In particular, we evaluate MSTN [59] which minimizes the Euclidean distance between the source and target
prototypes, TPN [43] which minimises the MMD between the source and target examples per prototype and CDD [29]
where the MMD is minimised within each prototype while maximised across examples belonging to differing proto-
types. For fairness, all conditional alignment methods use the same pseudo-labelling strategy as our method and, to
make sure conditional alignment baselines have a sufficient number of instances per prototype, we compare alignment
of the Part of Speech (PoS) embeddings.

Comparison to SOTA. Table 2(a) shows how the proposed method performs against models trained solely on source
(Source-Only) and both marginal and conditional alignment baselines. We report retrieval results on Target VAL
(referred as Val) and on Target TRAIN (referred as Test3). Surprisingly, the simpler marginal alignment methods (PDS
and CORAL) yield better performance than the deep models (MMD) for our benchmark, but overall they provide
marginal improvements over the Source-Only model. Adversarial training (GRL) provides a larger improvement,

2The Test split in the challenge does not have released captions publicly available
3We report the best Val epoch based on nDCG and use it as early stopping criteria when testing on Target TRAIN.
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Method Alignment Space Val (Target VAL) Test (Target TRAIN)
PoS Action M C nDCG mAP nDCG mAP

(a)

Source-Only × × × × 40.45 7.32 35.25 5.05

PDS X × X × 40.78 7.65 35.92 5.42

CORAL [50] X × X × 40.70 7.79 36.32 5.38

MMD [34] X × X × 40.60 7.49 36.26 5.43
GRL [22] X × X × 42.45 5.20 36.64 5.61

TPN [43] X × X X 42.19 8.27 36.86 5.73
CDD [29] X × X X 42.00 8.48 36.48 5.80
MSTN [59] X × X X 42.85 8.63 37.62 5.87

Ours-PoS X × X X 43.14 8.59 38.01 6.21

(b) Ours-Action × X X X 43.07 8.85 37.74 6.20
Ours X X X X 44.00 9.10 38.21 6.34

Table 2: (a) Comparison with alignment baselines (M: Marginal alignment, C: Conditional alignment). TPN, CDD,
MSTN use our sampling strategy for fair comparison. (b) Which space(s) to use for alignment: Part-of-Speech or
Action (see sec. 3.1).

however, we find this to be highly unstable as training progresses. The conditional alignment approaches (TPN, CDD,
MSTN) perform better than marginal alignment, with MSTN performing the best. Our approach (Ours-PoS), using
cross-domain alignment, outperforms all baselines on Test.

In Table 2(b) we show two alternatives of the proposed model, Ours-Action where we align the domains in the Action
embedding space. Even with single-view domain alignment (only Action embedding), our approach outperforms
all baselines. Finally, by aligning all embeddings (PoS and Action) jointly, we observe further improvements over
Ours-PoS.

To verify the design choices of our proposed model (see Sec. C) we answer the following three questions in Table 4
(further details in the supplementary):

How to pseudo-label? Table 4a shows that inheriting from the nearest source video performs better than using the
nearest prototype’s label (Proto) because it makes fewer assumptions on the target distribution.

How to assign confidence? Table 4b shows that the proposed confidence measure α—based on the distance to the
prototype—is more robust than using a confidence based on the distance to the closest source video instead (Neigh-
bour).

Figure 3: Performance as we train for different propor-
tions of target sampled.

How to sample videos? In Table 4c we compare the pro-
posed sampling strategy to uniform sampling.

By sampling confident examples per prototype, we ensure
that they cover a variety of actions, thus improving the
domain alignment. Without our sampling strategy, tar-
get videos are sampled from fewer actions as training pro-
gresses.

How many relevant? Figure 3 shows the impact of differ-
ent proportions used to sample target examples. The results
are shown on Val. We observe that removing the least con-
fident examples significantly improves target performance
and that 60% performs best. Also, we see that, as expected,
using all target instances (100%), which would include erroneous pseudo-labels, leads to a substantial drop in perfor-
mance. This validates our sampling proposal.
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(a) Labelling Method

Method Test

Proto 37.92± 0.12
Ours 38.21± 0.08

(b) Confidence Method

Method Test

Neighbour 37.64± 0.30
Ours 38.21± 0.08

(c) Video Sampling Method

Method Test

Uniform (60%) 37.88± 0.08
Ours (60%) 38.21± 0.08

Table 3: Ablation Studies on the Test set (nDCG). Mean and standard deviation over 3 runs.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we have introduced the problem of unsupervised domain adaption for text-to-video retrieval. Given a
source dataset of captioned videos for training, the goal is to perform retrieval on a distinct target set of uncaptioned
videos. At the heart of our proposed approach lies an iterative pseudo-labelling process, which associates source
and target samples at train time. These pseudo-labelled samples fuel our cross-domain cross-modal learning-to-rank
approach which aligns the source and the target video galleries. Our experiments validate this strategy and highlight
the importance of selecting confident target examples, using source prototypes, during alignment.

Appendix

In this appendix we provide additional analysis and further implementation details. We show qualitative results of
text-video retrieval using target text queries in Appendix A followed by feature visualisations in Appendix B. Next
we show the accuracy of pseudo-label assignments in Appendix C, and the variety of pseudo-labels assigned to target
videos in Appendix D. Finally, we report the Mean Average Precision metric for the ablation in the main paper (Table
4) in Appendix E, and discuss the implementation details in more depth in Appendix F.

A Qualitative Results

Figure 4 shows how the rank of the first relevant video to specified text queries changes from the Source-Only model
and Ours. Ours results in more relevant videos retrieved higher in the ranking, however, some failure cases exist. The
video of ”put rolling pin in drawer” is retrieved lower in the ranking, with videos depicting actions of moving utensils
retrieved higher in the ranking.

P02_108_182

1 10

Pour oil from bottle 
into bowl

Lather cutting board

P01_105_696

4 11

Turn chicken

14 50

P26_117_104

Put rolling pin in drawer

12 2

P04_109_539

Query:

Corresponding 
Video

Rank of video:

:

Figure 4: Qualitative results of text-to-video retrieval. We show the query caption and the corresponding video along
with the change in rank, A← B, of the proposed method (A) and Source-Only baseline (B).

B Feature Visualisations

Fig 5 shows the UMAP visualisation of the action, noun and verb embedding spaces for Source-Only (LEFT) and Ours
(RIGHT). Ours not only shows greater alignment of source (BLUE) and target (ORANGE) videos but more distinct
clusters of videos depicting the same action/part-of-speech.

Fig 6 shows the UMAP visualisation of the target videos (ORANGE) and target text (other colours). Target-text were
used as queries to evaluate text-video retrieval, but were not present during training. For clarity, we only show the text
embeddings from the 20 verb/noun prototypes with the most videos. Target text is aligned with target video clusters.
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Analysis of the alignment of source and target videos in the action and part-of-speech embeddings

(a) Action Embedding

(b) Verb Embedding

(c) Noun Embedding

Figure 5: UMAP visualisation of the part-of-speech and action embeddings, Target in ORANGE and Source in BLUE.
LEFT: Source-only, RIGHT: Ours
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Analysis of the alignment of target text queries with target videos

(a) Noun embedding

(b) Verb embedding

Figure 6: UMAP visualisation of chosen target text queries and all target videos. Visualising text queries from 20
part-of-speech prototypes which have the most videos. Target videos are shown in ORANGE.
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C Pseudo-label Accuracy for Alignment losses

Figure 7 shows the pseudo-label accuracy over training epochs. Note that pseudo-label accuracy improves over training
iterations as the domains are better aligned. Ours, with the robust prototype-based confidence measure, outperforms
using the distance to the nearest source video as the confidence measure (Neighbour). Pseudo-labelling based on the
nearest source prototype (Proto) incorrectly labels more target examples as it is affected by outliers.

Analysis of the accuracy of the pseudo-labels assigned to target videos

(a) Action (b) Verb (c) Noun

Figure 7: Pseudo-label accuracy for target videos in the action, verb and noun embedding as training progresses.
Ours (BLUE) produces more accurate labels as training progresses compared to: Neighbour (ORANGE) which uses
the distance to the nearest source video to determine confidence, and Proto (GREEN) which uses the nearest source
prototype to propagate labels onto target videos. These different approaches are compared in Table 4 from the main
paper.

D Analysis of the diversity of target video pseudo-labels

Figure 8 shows the percentage of prototypes assigned to all target examples as pseudo-labels. Our proposed sampling
strategy ensures that the target videos are assigned to a large variety of action/pos prototypes, while using uniform
sampling favors assignments to prototypes corresponding to large clusters introducing an increasing bias towards
them.

E mAP performance

Tables 4 shows the Mean Average Precision metric for the different pseudo-labelling and sampling strategies. In order
to produce a binary relevancy, videos are only considered relevant to a query text if the original relevancy is strictly
greater than 0.5. Similar to nDCG, Ours outperforms the alternative pseudo-labelling strategies.

Analysis of the diversity of target video pseudo-labels

(a) Action (b) Verb (c) Noun

Figure 8: The percentage of prototypes (pseudo-labels) assigned to target videos in the action, verb and noun embed-
ding as training progresses. We see that Ours (BLUE) maintains a greater variety of labels than uniform sampling
(ORANGE).
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(a) Labelling Method

Method Test

Proto 6.21± 0.02
Ours 6.34± 0.05

(b) Confidence Method

Method Test

Neighbour 6.09± 0.05
Ours 6.34± 0.05

(c) Video Sampling Method

Method Test

Uniform (60%) 6.28± 0.02
Ours (60%) 6.34± 0.05

Table 4: Ablation Studies on Train (mAP). Mean and standard deviation over 3 runs. We report comparable nDCG
results in the main paper.

F Additional Implementation Details

Architecture and Input Features. Video input features, V , are extracted from a TBN [30] model pre-trained on the
source domain videos from Train and Val splits. The 3072 dimensional feature vector is a concatenation of RGB, Flow
and Audio features—where audio is the natural sound recorded with the video. The text features are a Word2Vec [40]
descriptor of length 200, trained on the Wikipedia corpus [1].

The base architecture is defined in JPOSE [57] where f(vi) and g(wi) are multi-layer perceptrons with hidden layer
sizes of 228 and 1664, respectively. The output video and text embeddings are vectors of length 256. The action
descriptor is of length 512, which is the concatenation of the video and text embeddings.

For optimisation, weights are optimised by SGD with a learning rate of 0.01 and momentum of 0.9. We also adopt a
hard-negative mining strategy for the source-domain losses. This considers only negative examples from the nearest
30% of action prototypes to the action prototype of the query. This decreased the number of epochs required for
training the Source-Only model, in addition to a small gain in text-video retrieval performance.

Hyper-parameter Selection. The weights for the alignment losses, λ×s,t = λ×t,s = 0.1 were found best when tuning
on Val with values λ×s,t, λ

×
t,s ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1.0}. The weights of the source losses λs were those defined in JPOSE [57].

The distance metric d used for pseudo-labelling and confidence measures was the cosine distance.

As often in DA, we first pre-train our network on source and use it to initialise the proposed domain alignment
network. Then we train the proposed model with cross-modal and cross-domain ranking losses, where the source-
target associations are obtained with the proposed target video pseudo-labelling and sampling strategy. At the end of
each epoch we update the relevance sets.

To obtain results on the test set (Train Target), we follow the same procedure, i.e. we initialise our network with the
model pre-trained on Train Source (note that we have different source sets for Val and Train). The network is then
trained with all losses using the hyper-parameters selected from the Val set. The network is trained for n epochs,
where n indicates the number of epochs used to train the best performing model on the Val set.

Baselines. The shallow method, PDS, is applied as a pre-processing step to align V s and V t. This is done only once
at the beginning of the training process. In spite of its simplicity, PDS allows initial pseudo-labelling to be improved,
when compared to Source-Only.

CORAL is also applied as a pre-processing, transforming the source input features to have the same covarience as the
target.

Deep alignment methods, MMD and GRL, are optimised jointly with the source cross-modal embedding. The weight-
ing of the MMD loss, λmmd = 0.01, and GRL, λGRL = 0.0001 were found using a grid-search in the range of
[0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0].

The conditional alignment approaches (MSTN, TPN and CDD) utilise our proposed pseudo-labelling strategy. First
the networks are trained on source, similarly to Ours. For these baselines, we implement class-aware sampling [29]
which ensures sufficient number of examples for each prototype. This samples 30 instances from 32 different classes
each mini-batch. For classes containing less than 30 instances all instances of the class are used and classes con-
taining less than 3 samples are not sampled. The weighting for each loss is λMSTN = 0.1, λTPN = 0.1,
λCDD = 0.005 for MSTN, TPN and CDD, repsectively. These were found using a grid-search in the range of
[0.0001, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0].
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